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INTRODUCTION
It is expected to be extensively exercised to lease a space and its service on a cloud, today and in the near future. Cloud system is built of millions of inexpensive disks in the form of data centers [15] . Data centers are the primary resource and cost to facilitate massive computations, namely big data computing; and thus how to maximize the efficiency or in other words how to minimize the amount of engaged resources is the key to the success of big data computing. Map-reduce computing is a type of big data computing and will be the primary computational model in this work.
In fact, the effectiveness and efficiency of big data computing is determined by the availability of the nodes in the cloud as the clouds and data centers are primarily built of inexpensive disk racks, and further as the higher availability is realized the less amount of resources required for computation, ultimately to optimize the cost for data centers by minimizing the amount of computational resources. Therefore, availability will ultimately determine the quality of cloud service by minimizing downtime of service, especially in mission and safety critical sectors.
In this context, availability of map-reduce computing is the primary interest and concern in this paper. The specific research problem to be addressed and resolved in this paper is how to model and assure the availability of map-reduce computing in a theoretical manner yet with an extensive and practical set of variables and constants.
There has been few adequate yet practical availability model found to the best of the authors' knowledge. The best and citable research work is the queueing-based model as presented in [1] . In [1] , it has presented their proposed model to evaluate the performance of the system by using two variables, one for the number of tasks in the queue and the second variable determines which queue the task(s) is (are) in either map or reduce stage during the computation. Evidently, availability is not an interest to the authors of [1] , however, the model demonstrated an efficacy of queueing model to capture the behavior of map-reduce computing.
The proposed availability model introduces a new tuple of variables such as number of map and reduce tasks and number of servers (or nodes) engaged (or failed) in the computation, which demonstrates an effective yet practical capability to model and assure the behavior of the computation specifically in the availability context while it could still provide the capability to assess the performance of the system along the way. Note that the proposed model can be solved in ( ), where n is the degree of tuple. Also, note that the increase of the order of the model from ( ) as in [1] is inevitable due to an extra variable taken into account. However, this overhead is the achievable minimum cost in order to solve the availability problem. This paper is organized as follows: preliminaries and reviews will be shown in the following section; the details of the proposed model will be presented in the next section; followed by parametric simulation results in order to validate the efficacy; then the last section will conclude the work.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RREVIEW
Queueing theory is an appropriate methodology to model the flow of the Map-reduce computation as is to be investigated in this research [1] . The proposed research will be centered around the availability model to be developed and it will be a highly complex queueing model. The availability model will ultimately serve a basis for how to guide and design the testing, diagnosis and error-tolerant execution of map-reduce computations.
The motivation of the proposed work is that to the best of the author's knowledge, there is no evident justification for the replication factor to be set at 3 [2] . In other words, there is [14] ) could result in a disastrous consequence especially in healthcare-related computational systems in which they are shooting at four 9's below the decimal point for the availability (i.e., availability 0.9999 or higher), in other words about 7 minutes of downtime of the system per month in case of under-shooting; and may also result in resource waste such as triplex data centers in case of extreme over-shooting (i.e., over-replication). As such, there are various systems that require an extremely high availability such as mission, safety and deadline-critical real time systems, to mention a few. Therefore, there is an exigent need for a solid theoretical foundation to facilitate identification of the optimal level of error/fault-tolerance [3, 4, 5, 6] that is not supposed to be either too high to waste the resources nor too low to degrade the availability of the system. Further, the model can monitor and facilitate the testing, diagnosis and error-tolerance towards its theoretical optimality. Ultimately, the model will allow a simultaneous evaluation of the performance (e.g., turnaround time and throughput) as well as the availability, thereby making it possible to identify the theoretical break-even point between performance and availability.
A generic and naive definition of the availability is [6] , where MTTF and MTTR denote mean time to failure and mean time to repair, respectively, which can be as a single-variate model. However, it is seriously constrained from any extensive multi-variate analysis to take such variables as the number of map processes, reduce processes, failure rate of the name node and the rate to stay operational provided a certain number of nodes with spares into account, to mention a few. However, this model may serve for a comparison purpose as the baseline model.
In [1] , a sound queueing model has been developed to evaluate a simple cloud system. The state in [1] is defined by a double-tuple, that is the number of processes and the location of the process. The proposed model incorporates an extra key variable in order to make it traceable of the availability of the system. Having the extra variable raises the complexity of the availability by an order of magnitude, from quadratic to cubic, which appears quite a manageable cost for the extra gain to be made.
There has been extensive research conducted on the performance of map-reduce computing in particular [7, 8, 9] . There have been various fault tolerance schemes proposed [10, 11, 12, 13] , however, few adequate research have been reported at the fundamental and theoretical level to address and resolve the availability issues.
III. PROPOSED AVAILABILITY MODEL
The proposed new availability model is defined by 3-tuple state space ( , , ), where the number of map tasks; the number of reduce tasks, each of which is paired with a corresponding map-worker on the same node; and the number of available nodes such that 0 , where S the maximum possible number of nodes. There are spare nodes that can replace any failed node associated with either a map task or a reduce task. It is assumed that the system is a multiserver (node) queueing model, and all the map/reduce tasks are severed in FCFS manner. Each state is represented by a random variable, , , . The parameters used in the model are as follows:
1.
: task arrival rate and follows a Poisson distribution. 2.
, : each node's task service rate for map tasks and reduce tasks, respectively and their inverse, that is, the times, are exponentially distributed. 3.
: each node failure rate.
4. : each node repair rate. 
A. Model definition

B. Solve the model
The proposed state transition diagram as following: + 1) ( , 0, + 1) 0 < 2 (13) Since, the probability of node failure is independent to the probability of the number of map/reduce tasks in the system, , , ( )can be modeled as a join probability. Hence, a series product of two independent probabilities can be assumed: one is the probability of map/reduce processes on the condition of a certain number of nodes (e.g., k); another is the probability to have the same number of nodes(e.g., k) in the system such that ( , , ) = ( , ) ( ) = ( , ) ( ). In order to solve ( , ), we have the following balance equations: When the number of nodes is S: From (a12) to (a13), we have:
Note that it is without loss of generality assumed that there is no dependency between map/reduce tasks and node failures as proved by substituting the solutions to ( , 0) and ( , 1) into equations (a1) to (a13), where it can be shown that those equations also hold. The boundary probability ( , 0), ( , 1) as following:
; 0 < 2 Since, ( , 0) and ( , 1) are the probabilities of number of map or reduce tasks with number of available nodes in the system, where the total number of failed nodes (can be denoted in this paper by ( ) ( )). By normalization, we obtain the followings:
Note that as ( , 0) and ( , 1) are the probabilities under the condition of k number of failed nodes,
Then, the following holds: (0,0) = ( ) ( , 0) + ( , 1) Then, we can solve ( ) as follows: Figure 2 The balance equations are as follows:
Where the node failure rate, the node repair rate, respectively. By normalization, the following holds:
Then, we can solve the equation as follows:
is a join probability the number of map/reduce tasks and the number of nodes in the system, and the node failure is independent on the map/reduce tasks. Finally, the probability ( , , ) can be conclusively solved as follows: Since,
Also, the mean of throughput, E can be expressed as follows:
IV. SIMULATIONS
Parametric simulations have been conducted in order to observe the trends of the availability and also the impact of the availability on the performance, particularly throughput, based on the proposed availability model.
It is assumed that the maximum number of spare nodes (S) is set to 10 for practical purpose (note that simulation results become invisible beyond S = 10 as far as any change in availability trend is concerned, in other words due to convergence), and m=500, = 3.0, = 3.5, = 3.5. Five different failure/repair (i.e., f/r) ratios are simulated such as 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 and 2.0.
Figure 3
The plots above demonstrate the availability trends versus the number of available nodes (i.e., ) at different f/r ratios. Just as expected the availability with higher f/r ratios picks up more quickly than the ones with lower f/r ratios at a given k value. Further, it is observed that as the value of k increases the gap between availability plots narrows. This implies under the assumptions in this simulation repair process takes more significant effect as fewer number of nodes are engaged and available. However, notice that there is no bouncing point observed other than convergence. It might be possibly argued that there is a missing variable or somehow to drag the availability down when k value picks up.
In order to look in the impact of the cost of availability (i.e., the higher availability exercised the higher cost of resources required) on the performance, a throughput analysis has been conducted and the results are shown as follows.
Figure 4
With k as a common variable in the two independent probability terms in the proposed availability model, it is demonstrated that the throughput trends concur with the availability trends. This is made possible due to the repair process to pick up failed nodes back into the loop.
In order to further observe the direct impact of availability on the throughput at different f/r ratios, the following plots are drawn with k = 0, 1, 3 and 5. Each plot in the graph below demonstrates the throughput trends versus their corresponding availability at various k values.
Figure 5
The plot above reveals the trends of throughput versus the availability trends with different number of available nodes (i.e., k). It is observed that when k = 0, the availability stretches out from about 0.79 to converge 1.0 and the throughput stretches out from 1.38 to 1.72 as f/r stretches from 2.0 down to 0.1 (specifically, the slope, i.e., ( ), is 1.62); when k = 1, the availability from 0.952 to 1.0, and the throughput from 1.65 to 1.73 (( ), is 1.666); when k = 3, the availability from 0.9954 to 1.0, and the throughput from 1.7275 to 1.7345 (( ), is 1.52); and when k = 5, the availability from 0.9995 to 1.0, and the throughput from 1.7335 to 1.7345 (( ), is 2.0). Notice that the trends are inconsistent as far as the slopes are concerned and as the k value picks up from 0, 1, 3 to 5, in other words, the trends are neither monotonic increase nor decrease. There is no justification for this result ready at the moment and a further investigation is sought in the further.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an analytical model to evaluate the availability of map-reduce computing on a Hadoop platform.
The set of variables taken into account in this model and simulated list the number of map and reduce tasks, the number of nodes engaged, along with a few constants such as task arrival and exit rates, node failure and repair rates. The proposed model provides a comprehensive yet theoretical basis to assure and ultimately optimize the design of map-reduce computing in particular terms of availability and with reference to the performance (particularly, throughput) as well.
Parametric simulations have been conducted and demonstrated efficacy in assessing the availability and it has been observed that the availability with higher f/r ratios picks up more quickly than the ones with lower f/r ratios at a given k value; the throughput trends concur with the availability trends as the k value (the number of available nodes) picks up. This is made possible due to the repair process to pick up failed nodes back into the loop; and the trends are inconsistent as far as the slopes ( ) are concerned and as the k value picks up from 0, 1, 3 to 5, in other words, the trends are neither monotonic increase nor decrease.
